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Why goals?

In cognitive science, artificial intelligence, psychology, and education, a growing body of research supports the view that learning is largely a goal-directed process. Experimental studies show that people with different goals process information differently; work in machine learning presents functional arguments for goal-based focusing of learner effort. Recent work in these fields has focussed on issues of how learning goals arise, how they affect learner decisions of when and what to learn, and how they guide the learning process. It is increasingly evident that investigation of goal-driven learning can benefit from bringing these perspectives together in a multidisciplinary effort (Leake & Ram, 1993).

The central idea underlying goal-driven learning is that because the value of learning depends on how well the learning contributes to achieving the learner’s goals, the learning process should be guided by reasoning about the information that is needed to serve those goals. The effectiveness of goal-driven learning depends on being able to make good decisions about when and what to learn, on selecting appropriate strategies for achieving the desired learning, and on guiding the application of the chosen strategies. Research into such topics includes the development of computational models for goal-driven learning, the testing of those models through psychological experiments and empirical experiments with computer programs, the justification of the models through functional arguments about the role and utility of goals in learning, and the use of models of goal-driven learning in guiding the design of educational environments. The common themes in these research efforts are the investigation of types of learning goals, the origins of learning goals, and the role of goals in the learning process.

Research on goal-driven learning in artificial intelligence has been motivated largely by computational arguments. The problem of combinatorial explosion of inferences is well known; in any realistic task domain, time and resource constraints prohibit consideration of all but a few of the possible inferential paths. Consequently, any reasoner, human or machine, must focus its attention and resources on pursuing those inferential paths that are likely to be most useful. Similarly, in any realistic situation, there are several different types of learning that a reasoner might perform, several kinds of new knowledge that a reasoner might acquire, and several kinds of reformulation or reorganization of existing knowledge that a reasoner might carry out. Again, due to time and resource constraints it is only practical to perform a few of these operations. Consequently, the reasoner must focus its attention and resources on executing the learning operations that are likely to be most useful. Because the utility of an inference or a piece of knowledge can best be evaluated relative to a particular task or goal, goal-based considerations must guide reasoning and learning.

In addition to these computational arguments for goal-driven learning, research in goal-driven learning has a cognitive basis in psychological research. This research has established much evidence for the influence of goals on human learning, and for the use of active, strategic, and goal-driven processes in many kinds of learning that humans perform. However, many questions remain concerning the kinds of goals that people pursue, the conditions under which those goals influence learning, and the kinds of learning that are influenced by those goals.

Research in cognitive science combines the cognitive perspective of psychology with the computational perspective of artificial intelligence, developing computational models of human learning that are evaluated using computational metrics as well as by comparison with human performance. Research in education has also been concerned with psychological data about human learning, but from a pragmatic perspective. This research has attempted to use empirical evidence to guide the design of instructional and educational scenarios so as to facilitate learning, taking as its starting point the evidence for facilitation of certain kinds of learning by particular kinds of goals. These scenarios have also been used as the basis for further psychological experimentation to validate the underlying theories. In this paper, we describe a framework for goal-driven learning and its relationship to prior and current theories from each of these perspectives.

An everyday example

Goal-driven learning is triggered when a reasoner needs to learn in order to improve its performance at some task. A goal-driven learner determines what to learn by reasoning about the information it needs, and determines how to learn by reasoning about the relative merit of alternative learning strategies in the current circumstances. For example, for a first-time stereo buyer, the goal of getting good buy on a stereo may give rise to at least two learning goals: a goal to learn the best sources for sound equipment and to a goal to learn how to judge the merits of competing equipment. Each of these learning goals may trigger learning subgoals. In order to learn the best place to buy sound equipment, the buyer may have to learn general criteria for what constitutes a good store for buying sound equipment, and then specifics about prices, service, etc. to classify different stores. In order to learn how to judge particular equipment, the buyer will have to learn about the classes of alternatives available and about specific equipment within those classes. Thus some learning goals involve gathering informa-

---

1This is an extended abstract of a chapter to appear in A. Ram and D. Leake (eds.), Goal-Driven Learning, MIT Press/Bradford Books.
tion in the external world, while others involve reformulating or changing information that is already known, by operations such as forming generalizations or reorganizing memory.

In order to perform the desired learning, the stereo buyer must select strategies for accomplishing each of its learning goals. For example, the buyer may choose between learning strategies including asking others’ opinions, reading magazine articles, forming inductive or explanation-based generalizations from demonstrations of equipment, or even disassembling equipment to determine the quality of its electronic components. Learning strategy selection depends on factors such as the buyer’s prior knowledge, the buyer’s resources (e.g., how much time the buyer can spend on the shopping process), opportunities (e.g., happening to meet an expert on sound equipment at a party), and the buyer’s own abilities (e.g., whether the buyer has the expertise to judge the quality of equipment by disassembling it).

This example illustrates the value of goal-driven learning in focusing learner effort, and also suggests the range of roles that goals can play in influencing learning. Goals determine how much effort to allocate to performance tasks (e.g., the task of buying a stereo), indirectly influencing the resources available for the learning that will be performed as part of that task. Goals also determine the focus of attention when new information is received as input (e.g., focusing attention on announcements of stereo sales). They determine what should be learned (e.g., determining that it is worthwhile to generalize about relationships between store types and prices). They give criteria for evaluating the results of learning and deciding what learned information to store (in this example, the value of learning is its usefulness for guiding the shopping decision). Table 1 summarizes these and other possible roles of goals in learning.

Towards a planful model of learning

As the previous example illustrates, a goal-driven learner makes decisions about what, how, and when to learn in order to further its goals. Consequently, its learning can be considered a “planful” process (e.g., Hunter, 1990; Leake, to appear; Michalski & Ram, to appear; Pryor & Collins, 1992; Quilici, this volume; Ram & Cox, 1994; Ram, Cox, & Narayanan, to appear; Ram & Hunter, 1992; Redmond, 1992; Schank & Abelson, 1977; Xia and Yeung, 1988). This learning process is analogous to models of problem solving in which the reasoner uses task goals to formulate action plans for achieving these goals (e.g., Newell & Simon, 1972; Greeno & Simon, 1988; VanLehn, 1989). Learning actions or schemas are selected, combined, and invoked appropriately on the basis of existing learning goals and available environmental opportunities for learning. Learning is a behavior explicitly carried out to seek information, driven by needs arising from the reasoner’s performance on a task that learning is intended to facilitate, and mediated by the formulation and manipulation of explicit learning goals.

The motivation for the goal-driven approach is to control processing in a rich world. Simply put, knowledge that is valid in principle need not necessarily be useful (Mitchell & Keller, 1983); thus, it is desirable to avoid the effort involved in learning knowledge that does not contribute to the reasoner’s overall purpose. More specifically, some of the motivations for goal-based approaches include (see also Cox & Ram, this volume):

- Alleviating problems of computational complexity: The ability of a reasoner to make decisions about its reasoning and learning processes helps to alleviate problems caused by the computational complexity of reasoning in an open world, by enabling the reasoner to focus its efforts towards processing that serves its goals (Cox, 1993; Hunter, 1990; Leake, 1992; Leake, this volume; Ram & Hunter, 1992). An analysis of the utility of learning can help in determining the target of learning (desJardins, 1992), in guiding learning processes (Gratch, DeJong, & Chien, this volume; Provost, this volume), and also in deciding whether to learn at all (Markovitch & Scott, 1993; Minton, 1990).

Guiding the performance task by:

- Determining the resources made available to the performance task
- Guiding the control or search procedure used in the performance task
- Guiding retrieval of plans, problem solutions, and other types of knowledge
- Focusing attention on certain aspects of the input
- Guiding the evaluation of the outcome of the performance task

Guiding the learning task, by:

- Specifying the target of learning (desired output of a learning algorithm)
- Selecting the learning algorithms to be used
- Constraining the learning algorithms to be used
- Confining the search for information needed to carry out the learning
- Determining when learning should be attempted
- Aiding evaluation of results of learning with respect to the desired output

Guiding storage, by:

- Selecting what to store
- Determining how learned knowledge is indexed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Ways in which goals can influence learning.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Increasing the flexibility of learning: In situations involving multiple reasoning failures, multiple active and suspended learning goals, multiple applicable learning strategies, and limited resources, direct mapping from specific types of failures to individual learning strategies is impossible, and an active, planful approach becomes necessary. For a given failure, there may be more than one algorithm which needs to be applied for successful learning and, conversely, a given algorithm may apply to many different types of failures (Cox, 1993; Cox & Ram, this volume; Ram, Cox, & Narayanan, to appear; Krulwich, Birnbaum, & Collins, 1992). A planful model of learning allows decoupling of many-to-many relationships, leading to more flexible behavior (Cox, 1993; Cox & Ram, this volume).

Improving management of interactions between learning processes: Explicit formulation of learning goals facilitates detection of dependency relationships, so that goal violations can be avoided (Cox, 1993; Cox & Ram, this volume). When multiple items are learned from a single episode, the changes resulting from one learning algorithm may affect the knowledge structures used by another algorithm. Such dependencies destroy any implicit assumption of independence built into a given learning algorithm that is used in isolation. For example, one learning algorithm may split a concept definition into separate schemas or otherwise modify the definition. Therefore, an indexing algorithm that uses the attributes of concepts to create indices must necessarily follow the execution of any algorithm that changes the conceptual definition.

Psychological evidence also supports the existence of goal-based influences on human focus of attention, inference, and learning (e.g., Barsalou, 1991; Faries & Reiser, 1988; Hoffman, Mischel, & Maze, 1981; Ng & Bereiter, 1991; Seifert 1988; Srull & Wyer, 1986; Wisniewski & Medin, 1991; Zukier, 1986; see also discussion by Hunter, 1990). These ideas are related to the “goal satisfaction principle” of Hayes-Roth and Lesser (1976), which states that more processing should be given to knowledge sources whose responses are most likely to satisfy processing goals, and to the “relevance principle” of Sperber and Wilson (1986), which states that humans pay attention only to information that seems relevant to them. Those principles make sense because cognitive processes are geared to achieving a large cognitive effect for a small effort. To achieve this, the underlander must focus its attention on what seems to it to be the most relevant information available.

Goals can facilitate learning even when they are not generated internally by the reasoner; for example, Steinbart (1992) shows that asking users questions (i.e., “creating” knowledge goals in people) can help them learn from a computer-assisted training program, and Patalano, Seifert, and Hammond (1993) show that presenting users with a goal and a plan to achieve it can facilitate later detection of relevant features of a situation. There is also much research on the origins of goals; for example, Graesser, Person, and Huber (1992) discuss several types of questions, or goals to seek information, and the cognitive mechanisms that generate them.

A significant body of psychological research points to the influence of “metacognition”—cognition by a person concerning that person’s own cognitive processes—in human performance (e.g., Forrest-Pressley, MacKinnon & Waller, 1985; Weinert, 1987; Wellman, 1985, 1992). Gavelek and Raphael (1985) discuss a form of metacognition, called metacomprehension, which addresses the abilities of individuals to adjust their cognitive activity in order to promote more effective comprehension, in particular, the manner in which questions generated by sources external to the learner (i.e., from the teacher or text), as well as those questions generated by the learners themselves, serve to promote their comprehension of text. White and Gunstone (1989) argue that resolution of conflicting beliefs and permanent conceptual change requires “metalearning”—control over one’s learning. For example, they discuss a study by Gauld (1986) that shows that students who learn new scientific beliefs often revert to their original beliefs over time because they have merely accepted the new knowledge without any real commitment to it. They argue that deep reflection on one’s beliefs is a key part of the awareness and control over one’s learning, and suggest methods for promoting metalearning in science classrooms.

The goal-driven learning framework does not imply that all processing is explicitly goal-driven. A reasoner that was completely goal-driven would only notice what it was looking for already; it would not be able to respond to and learn from unexpected input. Instead, it is reasonable to assume that there would be some automatic, bottom-up, or non-goal-driven processing during reasoning and learning, which would support strategic, top-down, or goal-driven processes such as those discussed here (e.g., Barsalou, to appear; Kintsch, 1988; Leake, 1992; McKoon & Ratcliff, 1992; Ram, 1991). It is clear, of course, that humans cannot exert explicit meta-control over all their learning processes, and the level of control that can be exerted, as well as how it is exerted, remain open questions. It is also possible (though, in our opinion, unlikely) that it may turn out not to be efficient to use this framework as a technological basis for the design of computer programs that learn. Nevertheless, the framework presented here may be used to take an intentional stance (Dennett, 1987) towards a reasoner for the purposes of building a computational model of learning. In such a stance, the competence of the reasoner can be modeled using goals, learning decisions, learning actions, and so forth as the basic theoretical constructs in task-level and algorithm-level descriptions of the reasoner. That stance can be taken without any commitment to existence of these constructs at the implementation level of, say, neural representations and processes in the human brain, or to the degree of conscious self-awareness of these processes in human thought.

A framework for goal-driven learning
In order to form a unified view of the diverse research results on goal-driven learning, we propose a general framework for describing the goal-driven learning process. While no single piece of research to date has investigated this framework as a whole or exactly as stated, the framework serves to provide an integrative structure into which individual research efforts fit as pieces of the puzzle of goal-driven learning. The key idea behind our framework is to model learning as an active (explicitly goal-driven) and strategic (rational and deliberative) process in which a reasoner, human or machine, explicitly identifies its goals in learning and attempts to learn by determining and pursuing appropriate learning actions via explicit reasoning about its goals, its abilities, and environmental opportunities.

In this framework, learning is motivated by the performance tasks that the reasoner is attempting to perform in the world.
The performance tasks give rise to task goals, as well as subgoals of those goals, and subtasks to achieve them. As the tasks and subtasks are performed, the reasoner formulates explicit learning goals to perform types of learning which, if successful, would improve its ability to carry out those performance tasks or subtasks. The learning goals, in turn, guide the learning behavior of the reasoner, leading it to focus attention, allocate resources, and select appropriate learning algorithms or learning strategies when opportunities to learn arise. In our previous example, the top-level task goal would be to get a good buy on a stereo, which would spawn subtasks such as going to a store and purchasing the stereo. These subtasks give rise to learning goals to learn information needed to select the store and the stereo to buy. Some of those learning goals may seek to gather information about the external world, while others may seek to create generalizations, test hypotheses, reorganize memory, or otherwise change existing knowledge. Those learning goals prompt the choice of learning strategies such as “shopping around,” looking at reviews in magazines, and so forth.

The goal-driven learning process involves not only learning about the world, but also learning to improve the reasoner’s own reasoning process. In order to identify the learning that needs to occur, the reasoner needs to be able to analyze its reasoning process in addition to the knowledge that the reasoner invokes during the reasoning process. To facilitate this, the reasoner maintains a reasoning trace of its internal decision-making. The reasoning trace provides the basis for introspective reasoning or meta-reasoning to guide learning and improve its reasoning performance.

More concretely, goal-driven learning can be modeled as a two-step process. The first step involves the generation of learning goals based on the performance tasks and task goals of the reasoner. This step can be thought of as the process of deciding what to learn, and results in the formulation of learning goals that specify the desired learning that is to occur as well as the origin of the need for this learning. The second step involves the pursuit of learning goals based on the reasoner’s needs, its resources, and on environmental factors that determine the timeliness of pursuing certain learning actions in a given situation. This step can be thought of as the process of deciding how and when to learn and carrying out the learning. When the learning actually occurs, this step results in the satisfaction of one or more of the reasoner’s learning goals.

**Step 1: Generating learning goals:** Figure 1 describes the process by which learning goals are generated. The reasoner is assumed to be pursuing a performance task that can be characterized in terms of the current situation and task goals specifying the desired result of the task. In the stereo example, the situation might be that the shopper lives in New York, knows nothing about stereos, and has $500 to spend; the task goal would be to buy a stereo that was a good value for the $500 price range.

Given the performance task, the reasoner performs reasoning in support of that task and maintains a trace reflecting its reasoning process. The reasoning trace records the goal-subgoal decompositional structure of the task goals, the choice of methods for achieving them and other decisions taken, the factors influencing those decisions, and descriptions of other reasoning actions (e.g., attempts to retrieve information) and their outcomes (Carbonell, 1986; Ram & Cox, 1994). For example, forming an executable plan to get a good buy on a stereo requires knowing which stereo to buy and where to buy it. If the reasoner does not know, a reasoning failure occurs because current knowledge is insufficient to make a decision.

At a suitable point in processing, the reasoning trace and its results are evaluated in light of the reasoner’s task goals. If any problems arose during processing, learning is needed to enable the reasoner to avoid similar problems in the future. In being driven by deficiencies in the reasoner’s knowledge, the process for generating learning goals is in the spirit of impasse-driven or failure-driven learning (e.g., Chien, 1989; Collins & Birnbaum, 1988; Hammond, 1989; Kocabas, this volume; Kruwich, this volume; Laird, Newell, & Rosenbloom, 1986; Mooney & Ourston, 1993; Mostow & Bhattachary, 1987; Newell, 1990; Owens, 1991; Park & Wilkins, 1990; Ram & Cox, 1994; Riesbeck, 1981; Schank, 1982; Schank & Leake, 1989; Sussman, 1975; VanLehn, 1991a). There are several kinds of failures that may be involved, for example, expectation failures, retrieval failures, and knowledge application failures. In our framework, an unexpected success is also treated as an expectation “failure”. Ram, Cox, and Narayanan (to appear) present a taxonomy of possible types of failures and discuss their relationship to goal-driven learning.

Even if no failure has yet occurred, anticipation of a reasoning failure may trigger learning. For example, a reasoner may realize that it cannot perform a task and decide to perform the necessary learning before even attempting the task. In our framework, all these motivations for learning—reasoning failures, difficulties, impasses, suboptimality, surprises, and other types of processing problems or anticipated processing problems—will be collectively and simply referred to as failures.

Different kinds of failures give rise to different kinds of learning goals. For example, a reasoner may need to acquire additional knowledge if its reasoning reached an impasse due to missing knowledge, as in the case of a novice stereo buyer who has no knowledge of which brand of stereo to buy. If the reasoner possessed sufficient knowledge but did not retrieve it at an appropriate time, it may need to reorganize memory (Ram & Cox, 1994; Ram, Cox, & Narayanan, to appear). A reasoner may need to modify the underlying representational vocabulary if its vocabulary is found to be inadequate (e.g., Schlimmer, 1987; Wrobel, 1988). In some situations, a reasoner might also need to add to its repertoire of reasoning strategies (e.g., Leake,
When a reasoning failure is detected, the reasoning trace is analyzed, in a process called credit/blame assignment, to find the source of the failure (Freed & Collins, this volume; Hammond, 1989; Krulwich, this volume; Minsky, 1963; Ram & Cox, 1994; Weintraub, 1991). Blame assignment may be thought of as a process of model-based diagnosis of the reasoner itself (Birnbaum, Collins, Freed & Krulwich, 1990; Stroutia, Shankar, Goel, & Penberthy, 1992). If the failure is attributed to faulty knowledge, learning is needed to improve the reasoner’s performance, and a learning goal is generated to repair that knowledge. In our framework, the learning goal is characterized in terms of two pieces of information: The desired learning—what learning is needed—and a description of the task that motivates learning—why learning is needed. The additional information about why learning is needed is important to allow the reasoner to carry out its tasks in an opportunistic manner, with learning goals (and the tasks that they support) being suspended until circumstances are favorable to their pursuit (Ram, 1991, 1993; Ram & Hunter, 1992).

Step 2: Pursuing learning goals: In the goal-driven view of learning, learning goals are treated analogously to task goals in the world. Just as task goals are achieved through a planning process using available methods for reasoning and action, learning goals are achieved through a knowledge planning process using available learning methods or strategies (Hunter, 1990; Quilici, this volume; Ram & Hunter, 1992; Redmond, 1992). In the knowledge planning process, explicit reasoning is done about learning goals, their relative priorities, and strategies by which they can be achieved. These learning goals, also called knowledge goals (Ram, 1987, 1990; Ram & Hunter, 1992), can be represented in a goal dependency network (Michalski, 1993; Michalski & Ram, to appear), which is used to select and combine learning actions into learning strategies that are appropriate for current learning goals and for the learning opportunities provided by the current environment.

Individual learning actions may include performing knowledge acquisition (e.g., asking a friend to recommend a stereo) knowledge reorganization (e.g., grouping stores by the size of their stereo departments), knowledge reformulation or transmutation (e.g., forming new generalizations from stored episodes concerning others’ experiences with particular sound equipment), and so on. Their application is guided by the learning goals of the reasoner (Gratch, DeJong, & Chien, this volume; Hunter, 1990; Michalski & Ram, to appear; Pryor & Collins, 1992; Ram & Cox, 1994; Ram & Hunter, 1992). Figure 2 sketches the second step of the goal-driven learning process. This step begins with reasoning about the relationships and relative priorities of learning goals in order to form a goal dependency network. Based on the information contained in the goal dependency network and on environmental factors affecting the appropriateness of different goals, the reasoner selects the learning goals to pursue. Learning strategies for achieving those goals in the current environment are then selected and applied.

Perspective on the framework: The model of learning embodied in the above steps contrasts with the approach to learning taken in traditional machine learning systems in artificial intelligence. Typically, in those systems, learning is primarily a passive, data-driven process of applying a single learning algorithm (or a predetermined combination of a few learning algorithms) to training examples presented to the system. Goal-driven learning, in contrast, is an active and strategic process driven by reasoning about information needs, alternative learning strategies, and opportunities in the environment. In our framework, the process of determining what to learn is an integral part of the computational model of learning, as is the process of deciding (on a dynamic basis) how and when to learn it.

Our view of goal-driven learning implies a tightly coupled relationship between learning and the “rest of reasoning.” This view is consistent with recent models of intelligence that are framed as integrated intelligent architectures, in which the knowledge and reasoning tasks underlying learning and performance are integrated into a complete interacting system (see Laird, 1991, and VanLehn, 1991b, for examples of this work). A common theme in this research, and one that is compatible with the goal-driven learning framework proposed here, is the explicit representation of task goals, reasoning goals, and learning goals, and their role in a multistrategy reasoning process that integrates learning with performance tasks such as problem solving or comprehension (e.g., see Ram, Cox, & Narayanan, to appear).

Types of goals

In order to understand how goals can relate to one another and to learning, it is useful to consider the classes of goals that influence learning. As Barsalou (to appear) observes, in some sense any reasoner executing a built-in procedure can be viewed as having a “goal” to perform that type of processing, so that any learner could be considered trivially “goal-driven”. To distinguish between built-in behaviors and behaviors that are more explicitly goal-driven, Barsalou differentiates between implicit background orientations and explicit problem solving or task goals. Explicit task goals are the goals that guide a problem solving process in which a person intends to achieve a set of goals, assesses what must be performed to achieve them, and executes the needed actions. In contrast, an implicit background orientation is a behavior that is performed without explicit reasoning about when and how it should be pursued. For example, one such implicit orientation is the orientation to constantly maintain a world model that adequately represents the reasoner’s environment (e.g., Barsalou, to appear; Leake, 1993).
Explicit goals are traditionally expressed as specifications of a target or desired outcome of a problem solving or learning task (e.g., Fikes, Hart, & Nilsson, 1972; Newell & Simon, 1972). However, Ram and Hunter (1992; Hunter, 1990; Ram & Cox, 1994) argue that capturing the introspective nature of the goal-driven learning process requires a richer characterization in which a goal is not merely a specification of a target. They argue that a target specification or an orientation is a goal only if the reasoner can actively plan to accomplish the goal, can make decisions about it, and can even decide to suspend it or not to pursue it.

In order for the reasoner to make such decisions, goals must be explicitly represented, and the reasoner must be able to reflect on its goals, how to achieve them, and their relative priorities and interdependencies. Ram and Hunter (1992) discuss a representation of learning goals in terms of the desired knowledge to be learned as well as the reason that the knowledge is needed. Additional representational issues concern the kinds of decision-making relationships that goals can enter into (Thagard & Millgram, 1977) and the intergoal relationships and interdependencies in which goals can play a role (Cox & Ram, 1992; Michalski & Ram, 1992; Michalski, 1983; Wilensky, 1983).

In our framework, the “goals” in goal-driven learning research can be divided into three classes: task goals, learning goals, and policies. Broadly, task goals determine why the reasoner is learning in the first place, learning goals specify what the reasoner needs to learn, and policies influence how learning occurs. Task goals, exemplified by early planning programs (e.g., Fikes, Hart, & Nilsson, 1972; Sacerdoti, 1977) are specifications of desired outcomes from a performance task in the external world, which are explicitly pursued through planful reasoning processes or, in some recent models, goal-directed reactive processes (e.g., Earl & Firby, this volume; Fred & Collins, this volume; Maes, 1990). Because task goals characterize a desired state of affairs, they can also be used to describe the need for information that a planner requires to achieve that state of affairs (e.g., Leake, 1991; Ram & Leake, 1991), to understand interactions between task goals (e.g., Fred & Collins, this volume), and to influence or bias learning strategies (e.g., Martin, this volume). In some models, task goals (and resulting learning goals) are decomposed into subgoals or task structures to facilitate planning and learning (e.g., Karlsson, this volume; Strouila & Goel, this volume).

Other computational models explicitly describe goals for learning, rather than implicitly characterizing it in terms of the external task. These learning goals differ from task goals in that, while they too specify a desired state, the specified state is an internal or mental state—a state of knowledge or belief that the learner is attempting to achieve. Task goals are satisfied through problem solving in the external (usually physical) world, while learning goals are satisfied through a learning process that, in the goal-driven learning framework, is viewed as problem solving in the “informational” world. These learning goals have been characterized in different ways, including as knowledge goals, knowledge acquisition goals, knowledge-building goals, questions, learning goals, and delta-knowledge goals (e.g., Cox & Ram, this volume; desJardins, 1992; Hunter, 1990; Michalski, 1993; Ng & Bereiter, 1991; Oehlmann, Sleeman, & Edwards, 1992; Quilici, this volume; Ram, 1987, 1990, 1991; Ram & Cox, 1994; Ram & Hunter, 1992; Schank & Abelson, 1977). In our framework, learning goals, in addition to specifying the desired outcome of learning, specify the reason that the desired learning is required (e.g., “task specifications” (Ram, 1991; Ram & Hunter, 1992) specify the suspended reasoning task that is awaiting the knowledge to be learned).

Finally, several computational models reflect other types of influences and constraints on learning that are goal-related. Although these are not “goals” in the sense of driving the learning process in an explicit manner, they may play an important role in influencing that process. Such influences include goal concepts, target concepts, purposes, operationality criteria, bias, policies, quality metrics, and utility metrics (desJardins, 1992; Gordon & Perlis, 1989; Gratch, DeJong, & Chien, this volume; Kedar-Cabelli, 1987; Keller, 1988; Laird, Rosenbloom, & Newell, 1986; Leake, 1991, 1992; Markovitch & Scott, 1993; Martin, this volume; Michalski, 1983; Minton, 1990; Mitchell, 1982; Mitchell, Keller, & Kedar-Cabelli, 1986; Perez, this volume; Provost, this volume; Utgoff, 1986). Policies and constraints are not learning goals in the sense that the learner does not actively seek to satisfy them; instead, they influence the learning processes that the learner uses to achieve its learning goals. In particular, they describe the policies under which the learning task should operate in order to better achieve the overarching learning goals, and describe relevant constraints on the processes that carry out the learning task. Note that a learner might formulate explicit learning goals to learn these criteria. For example, a learner might formulate an explicit goal to learn appropriate biases for a given type of learning situation, and pursue an explicit learning agenda to learn such biases.

The underlying commonality among these constructs is that each reflects an intention to influence learning according to needs that are external to the learning process itself. However, quite different focuses are apparent in the formulations described in the previous sections. Consequently, developing a general theory of goal-driven learning depends on analyzing the relationships of these constructs and their role in reasoning and learning.

To relate the previous perspectives, we refer to the general class of goals to describe theoretical constructs that refer to mental entities that are explicitly represented and actively pursued through a planful reasoning process. Task goals refer to goals which specify desired effects in the world external to the reasoner. Learning goals or knowledge goals refer to goals which specify desired effects within the reasoner such as acquiring new knowledge or augmenting, reorganizing, or reformulating existing knowledge. Learning goals describe not only the desired processing outcome, but how the desired knowledge will be used when it is acquired. Reasoning goals refer to more general internal goals to form conclusions or inferences through learning or other reasoning processes. Target concepts specify a desired concept to be learned, but not necessarily learned through a goal-driven learning process; and general policies or orientations influence learning without being explicitly represented or available for manipulation by the reasoner’s reasoning or learning process, including constraints on the formulation of hypotheses such as biases, operationality.

2Note that this definition does not imply that goals or goal-driven processing must necessarily be conscious, nor that the reasoner must necessarily be able to report externally about this processing.
Goal-driven learning can provide considerable power in intelligent systems, whether those systems are viewed as computational models of human intelligence, or purely as artificial intelligence systems. In learning systems, goals can be used to focus learning and to avoid unrestricted search and inferencing. They can also be used to guide the information-seeking process and to make decisions about what, when, and how to learn.

Applying a planful model of learning promises to be fruitful for many applications, including perception (Pryor & Collins, 1992), intelligent information retrieval (Ram & Hunter, 1991), learning through apprenticeship (Redmond, 1992), knowledge acquisition (Quilici, this volume), information search during explanation (Leake, this volume), robotics (Earl & Firby, this volume), medical diagnosis (Hunter, 1990), natural language understanding (Cox & Ram, this volume; Ram, 1991), manufacturing (Perez, this volume; Ram, Narayanan, & Cox, 1993), and scientific discovery (Kocabas, this volume).

In addition, goals can be used as a theoretical device to build computational models of strategic and active reasoning and learning processes, and such models have practical ramifications for the design of instructional material. Ng and Bereiter (1991) show that different kinds of goals facilitate different kinds of reasoning and result in different kinds of learning. Such results suggest principles for the design of computer-based tools for education (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1991). For example, van Berkum, Hijne, de Jong, van Joosten, and Njoo (1991) use goal-driven learning both as a theoretical framework for decomposing the education problem and as a guide toward designing simulation-based instructional software. Schank proposes that because of the importance of goals in motivating and guiding learning, instruction should be conducted using a particular type of simulation environment—a goal-based scenario—to exploit the role of learning goals (Schank, Fano, Jona, & Bell, to appear). In goal-based scenarios, students play roles that are connected to their goals, and whose successful completion requires acquisition of the skills to be taught. In that way, goal-based scenarios provide a framework for students to perform goal-driven learning to acquire the skills to be taught.

### Summary

In goal-driven learning, decisions of when to learn, what to learn, and how to learn are determined by explicit reasoning about needs for information. Although many aspects of goal-driven learning have been investigated in diverse fields, that research has been conducted in a piecemeal fashion, largely segregated by field. Even when multiple studies have been conducted in a single field, as is the case for artificial intelligence, each study has tended to concentrate on a few aspects of the problem without placing those aspects within a unifying framework and examining their larger implications.

We have presented a unifying picture of existing goal-driven learning research in terms of a new framework for modeling goal-driven learning, in terms of the types of goals that may guide learning, and in terms of the ways those goals can influ-

---

Table 2: Types of goals and policies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goals</th>
<th>Explicitly represented?</th>
<th>Range of effects (internal to reasoner or in external world)</th>
<th>Influences selection of solution algorithm?</th>
<th>Solution process</th>
<th>Effect on solution generation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task goals</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Either</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>Guidance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reasoning goals/learning goals</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Planning actions in external world</td>
<td>Guidance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td>Guiding</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target concepts</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td>Constraint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operationality criteria</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td>Constraint</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note, however, that these classes of goals can overlap and influence each other. Task goals have been used to guide learning and performance in several systems, and can also be used to formulate learning goals to acquire information necessary for a given task (Ram & Leake, 1991) or to come to a better understanding of the task itself (Freed & Collins, this volume). In conjunction with knowledge or theories, they can guide learning processes (Barsalou, 1991; Ng & Bereiter, 1991; Wisniewski & Medin, 1991). Likewise, although target concepts are generally provided to a learning system as input by a human user, in some models target concepts are generated from aspects of the performance task in a manner similar to the generation of learning goals. For example, Kedar-Cabelli (1987) discusses a method for generating target concepts from standard constraints on artifacts to be used in particular plans. Keller (1987) also sketches a process for generating learning goals from higher-level performance objectives. Similarly, policies (such as bias, which is usually formulated as a passive, background constraint on learning) may be actively monitored and modified by the reasoner to guide the learning task (Gordon & Perlis, 1989; Martin, this volume; Provost, this volume; Provost & Buchanan, 1992; Utgoff, 1986).

Several models include learning goals as an explicit part of their formulation of the learning process. Learning goals have been used to guide resource allocation, information search, hypothesis evaluation, and other aspects of learning; to select and combine learning strategies; to guide and to learn about the reasoning process itself; and to model active learning in educational contexts.

### Pragmatic implications of goal-driven learning

Goal-driven learning can provide considerable power in intelligent systems, whether those systems are viewed as computational models of human intelligence, or purely as artificial intelligence systems. In learning systems, goals can be used to focus learning and to avoid unrestricted search and inferencing. They can also be used to guide the information-seeking process and to make decisions about what, when, and how to learn.

Applying a planful model of learning promises to be fruitful for many applications, including perception (Pryor & Collins, 1992), intelligent information retrieval (Ram & Hunter, 1991), learning through apprenticeship (Redmond, 1992), knowledge criteria, and utility metrics. Table 2 summarizes these distinctions, and Table 1 summarizes the different roles that such constructs play in learning.

In goal-driven learning, decisions of when to learn, what to learn, and how to learn are determined by explicit reasoning about needs for information. Although many aspects of goal-driven learning have been investigated in diverse fields, that research has been conducted in a piecemeal fashion, largely segregated by field. Even when multiple studies have been conducted in a single field, as is the case for artificial intelligence, each study has tended to concentrate on a few aspects of the problem without placing those aspects within a unifying framework and examining their larger implications.

We have presented a unifying picture of existing goal-driven learning research in terms of a new framework for modeling goal-driven learning, in terms of the types of goals that may guide learning, and in terms of the ways those goals can influence
ence learning. The framework presented here is not suggested as a final theory of goal-driven learning, but rather a device for understanding the relationships of different results relevant to goal-driven learning and for suggesting issues that must be addressed with further investigation through a coordinated multidisciplinary research effort. The individual models and perspectives of the following papers illuminate specific aspects of the framework and the issues that remain to be addressed in future research.
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